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5

Abstract6

The current model of the socioeconomic system is plagued by a number of imperfections which7

tend to escalate with the passage of time. Attempts at resolving inherent issues and8

contradictions under the existing scientific paradigms have proven futile. It is hardly an9

exaggeration to state that the modern academic thought has reached an impasse in its efforts10

to explain some emergent transformations from the perspective of dominant economic11

theories. Thus, there is an objective need for the development of a new viable model for12

socioeconomic system organization. Instead of accounting for minute circumstances, the13

model should rely on long-term fundamental system dynamics.14

15

Index terms— noo-society, noonomy, socioeconomic system, fourth industrial revolution16

1 Introduction17

he modern economy is very uneven in its development both in the spatial aspect and by sector and is characterized18
by instable dynamics with growth rates exhibiting certain fluctuations at medium-term intervals (Table 1). On19
the one hand, uneven development is typical of any large system. But, on the other hand, the current stage20
of economic development is characterized by dramatic irregularities, which allows for the conclusion that the21
evolution of the economy is nearing its bifurcation point. In this context, from the perspective of scientific22
analysis, it is important to forecast the development dynamics of the socioeconomic system in order to have the23
possibility to choose the path for further development rationally (which is often impossible in sizable systems24
comprising a large number of subjects with conflicting interests) or at least influence its trajectory.25

Moreover, it is necessary to account for uncertainty embedded in the market economy and also the cyclicity26
of economic growth rates which, if the aforementioned bifurcation point in its systemic dynamics coincides27
with a recession, may result in long-T Author: Professor, President of the Free Economic Society of Russia,28
term stagnation and actuate the negative scenario. An important aspect, which constitutes a fundamental29
characteristic of the current state of affairs, is the revolutionary change in the dominant technological mode, i.e.30
the change related to the dynamics of another Kondratieff wave and generally referred to as the Fourth Industrial31
Revolution [1].32

2 II.33

3 Sources and Methods34

The study relies on quantitative and qualitative data that reflect the situation in and dynamics of economic35
development (worldwide and for certain countries and regions). The data are drawn from official reports compiled36
by statistical services, analytical materials of international organizations (World Bank, World Economic Forum,37
International Monetary Fund, etc.) and scholarly publications, including the ones reflected in prior original38
research.39

The author’s methodology incorporates the Marxist and institutiona list approaches to economic analysis,40
as well as conventional universal methods (historical, retrospective, comparative, statistical, structural, etc.41
analysis), systems theory, scenario analysis, forecasting and modeling methods, expert approach, etc.42
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6 FIG. 1: STAGES IN THE EVOLUTION OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
MODELS

4 III.43

5 Results and Discussion44

Accelerated development of science and technologies, which has currently taken the shape of the Fourth Industrial45
Revolution, is a core premise underpinning the future transformation of the socioeconomic system. By changing46
the content of core technologies and dramatically increasing operational efficiency, new technologies are ultimately47
altering not only the structure of the economy, but also public relations. These changes can be seen, for example,48
in the popular idea that robots will soon replace humans in the economy [2] causing mass unemployment and49
resulting in other negative social consequences.50

Let us point out that in spite of its relevance (particularly for the technologically advanced countries), the51
issue is hardly new. For example, back in the nineteenth century Karl Marx, who in his economic and social52
analysis famously prioritized material production, predicted that in the future people would be supplanted from53
production processes, cease to be their participants and assume the role of ”watchmen and regulators.” Modern54
robotics, the Internet of Things and other technological achievements make the future that Marx portended come55
true.56

Under modern conditions, technological changes have become a key factor in socioeconomic transformations,57
and these changes themselves rely on an increase in the knowledge intensity of material production, whereas58
an increase in knowledge intensity leads to snowballing changes in the very system of both knowledge and59
technologies. Acquisition and transformation of new knowledge generates new technologies, and these technologies60
further serve as the source of new knowledge.61

Characteristics of this process that exude a positive reverse effect include higher integration of production,62
science and education; focus on reindustrialization based on high technologies; reduction in the duration of an63
innovative cycle; and accelerated diffusion of innovations and penetration of technologies that recently seemed64
novel (robots, computers, the Internet, new energy sources, nanotechnologies, etc.) not only into production,65
but also into social processes and people’s daily routine. We are observing a shift in the structure of production66
factors and their significance. The essence of this shift is that knowledge, as opposed to things (physical capital),67
has become a critical factor in our progress.68

This qualitative change in material production engenders a new quality of the economy and society and69
the formation of the new industrial society of the second generation (NIS.2) [3] based on high-tech knowledge70
intensive production, which, in turn, harbingers further genesis of a qualitatively new model of economic activity71
-the noonomy -and the corresponding new social order -the noo-society (Fig. ??).72

Summing up the aforementioned ideas, we can draw the conclusion about the relevance of the search for73
new models of socioeconomic system development and organization. Moreover, instead of accounting for minute74
circumstances, prospective models should rely on long-term fundamental system dynamics. This study seeks to75
find such a model and provide the theoretical substantiation of its core characteristics.76

6 Fig. 1: Stages in the Evolution of Economic Activity Models77

For a long time, theoretical perceptions of the current stage in the evolution of the socioeconomic system have78
been operating within the concepts of industrialism and post industrialism [4], and only a representative of79
institutional economics J.K. ??albraith [5] tried to disprove this logic in his work. Galbraith introduced the80
concept of the New Industrial State. He believed that industrial development served as the foundation of not81
only economic, but also public progress. For a while, his ideas were regrettably overlooked by both theoreticians82
and practitioners.83

Nevertheless, many countries are currently exhibiting a renewed interest in industry. Not just developing,84
but also developed countries are adopting national strategies and programs targeting reindustrialization (new85
industrialization) [6]. Naturally, that warrants a reconsideration of theoretical approaches to the socioeconomic86
development. In this respect, we would like to emphasize a number of key points.87

First: Production that can be termed ’industrial’ based on its core characteristics is not a thing of the past.88
It is the present and the future. Modern industry, however, is not the same as it used to be not only in the89
nineteenth, but also the twentieth centuries. The twenty first century engendered and witnessed quick progress90
of a new type of industry -knowledge intensive industry.91

Second: Industrial production that is actively developing today is de facto material production, for knowledge92
facilitates progress in the society’s material life and human qualities. In their development, culture, education and93
science, which (through reverse influence) are becoming the critical factors in the progress of material production,94
should all rest on material foundation. In this instance, we observe a close correlation with Marx’s views as they95
pertain to his perception of the social structure as an aggregate of the Base and the Superstructure [7].96

Third: It is important to emphasize technological upgrades which account for a qualitatively new format of97
industrial material production. Production, primarily, comprises labor and the man of labor. These categories98
bring together economic and social studies, and in real life shape the synergy of the socioeconomic system.99

The emphasis on production is important for reforming the management of the economy (applied aspect);100
moreover, the primacy of production should also be taken into account by economic theory, which requires101
the integration of new ideas developed by representatives of the neoclassical political economy, institutionalism,102
Neo-Marxism, world-systems theory, and some other schools of thought into the mainstream.103
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Figure ?? shows the main points of knowledge intensive economy and corresponding models of industrial104
production. Knowledge intensity allows for the transformation of the development driver, i.e. innovations105
(Joseph Schumpeter). The process of technological innovation is undergoing changes towards acquiring the106
following characteristics: (1) ’acceleration of acceleration’, the second derivative of technological upgrades of107
sorts; and (2) continuity of the innovation process.108

7 Fig. 2: Essential Characteristics of Knowledge Intensive109

Economy110

A new model of the socioeconomic system has a number of specific characteristics.111
First, we assert that the postindustrial society described by Daniel Bell and his followers is merely an illusion112

which both conceals and reveals real issues, for qualitative changes in the economy are indeed imminent, and they113
are actually related to the development of new technologies. The catch, however, is that these changes should not114
be seen as signs of the transition to the service society; instead, they manifest qualitative shifts in the technologies115
of material production and industry per se. Active adoption of these technologies cannot be promoted under the116
postindustrialist rejection of industrial production; it should be facilitated by pursuing reindustrialization on a117
qualitatively new technological foundation.118

Top global powers have already sprung into action, for they have perceived the need to reverse feckless119
deindustrialization and the relocation of production facilities to countries which are less technologically advanced.120
That is why the U.S. and other developed countries are promoting reshoring by reintroducing domestic121
manufacturing or creating local production facilities. Let us point out that one of the goals pursued by US122
President Donald Trump in initiating the trade war with China is to ensure the ’return’ of production facilities123
that were moved there by American transnational corporations.124

Second, we are witnessing the emergence of the new industrial society of the second generation (NIS.2),125
which observes the dialectical ’negation of the negation’ principle (J.K. Galbraith’s the new industrial state126
-’postindustrialist chimeras’ -NIS.2) and restores the industry’s dominant position in the economy in a new127
capacity. In this case, the core change lies in the transition towards knowledge intensive material production,128
which creates a domino effect and causes changes in all areas of production and the economy, such as a sharp129
decline in the role of material factors in production and an increase in the role of knowledge, ’acceleration of130
acceleration’ of innovative processes, etc.131

As a result of progressing down the knowledge intensive path of development (Fig. 3), there comes a point132
when the knowledge component becomes much larger than the material part in the majority of goods. Our graph133
illustrates this point really well by showing the intersection of curves which reflect the share of material and134
intellectual costs in total production spending. Third, the transition to the NIS.2 necessitates a certain reform135
in the system of economic relations, which, in turn, stipulates the development and implementation of an active136
industrial policy, strategic planning, public-private partnership, integration of production, science and education137
at micro-and macrolevel, etc.138

The shift towards the prospective economic model which we refer to as the NIS.2 is not an abstract concept,139
but an actual process that is vigorously, unevenly, unfolding in various locales of the global economic space.140
Germany, Japan, the U.S. and China are creating qualitatively different subspaces of new industrial technologies.141
Therefore, state economic policy should prioritize technological upgrading, acceleration of innovative development142
and reindustrialization reliant on modern science and cutting-edge technologies.143

Not material resources, but knowledge will become the main source and pivotal factor of production144
development; simulative wants which are dominating the modern society will gradually lose their significance145
and get replaced with the desire to acquire knowledge; the system of income inequality will be superseded by the146
system based on unequal talents and aptitudes; and the humanity, which is becoming a powerful geobiological force147
(according to Vladimir Vernadsky’s concept of the noosphere [8]), will have to shift away from the consumption148
of natural resources to the reproduction of geobiocoenoses. And this list of upcoming changes is far from being149
exhaustive.150

Under this future model of the socioeconomic formation, traditional economic categories and laws (value,151
property and money) will gradually lose their conventional meaning and might disappear entirely. Thus, all152
economic forms will naturally evolve into noneconomic ones. The formation of production which does not153
involve immediate human labor and instead relies on operations performed by technetic beings will lead to the154
removal of interpersonal economic relations in the technological settings of automated production (Fig. 4). The155
aforementioned transformations will result in the emergence of a qualitatively new phenomenonthe noo-society156
-as a historically new model for public organization, with the noonomy serving as the material foundation of such157
society. Noonomy refers to a noneconomic way of organizing production relations that ensures the satisfaction158
of wants and is implemented by humans removed from material production. In other words, the noonomy is a159
system which is evolving from the economy into a system where people are engaged in relations that shift beyond160
material production per se into the realm of noo-production [9] (Fig. 5). That is a key distinction between the161
future system of relations and the conventional economy. Humans used to create their public institutions and162
make economic decisions based predominantly on relations associated with the production process, but this is163
about to change. As we gradually withdraw from immediate production, our activities will be regulated not by164
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9 CONCLUSION

interpersonal liaisons between members of the workforce engaged in production, but by the relation between the165
society as whole and production in general, with production becoming increasingly unmanned.166

At the same time, the transition of the human civilization to the noo-society through the NIS.2 is hardly167
automatic. Such transition does comply with the logic of progressive development, but, historically, objective168
premises do not necessarily have an immediate effect on the course of events. In real life, the socioeconomic169
development is greatly affected by momentary factors and various incidents, so the bifurcation point on the path170
towards the noo-society and noonomy is still ahead of us.171

Human civilization is now in jeopardy because, in our pursuit of technology-driven leadership positions under172
the current expansionist economic development paradigm, we risk wasting the opportunity to establish a rational173
socioeconomic system reliant on the technological progress and may even lose our human identity. We are facing174
a choice: (a) move towards the rationalization of development processes, towards the noo-society and noonomy,175
or (b) follow an invariant of the negative scenario based on idolizing the ’pure market’ with all its inherent176
issues which, as our technological capabilities increase, may have fatal consequences and even lead to a global177
catastrophe.178

We have garnered multiple negative trends in the development of the technosphere. Human habitat and179
the biological system have been seriously compromised, as we observe the accumulation of issues pertaining to180
human interaction with the technosphere and an increase in our dependency on the technical and information181
environment, which results in human cyborgization of sorts.182

The history of civilizational development exhibits an accelerated growth of man-made technetic species (strictly183
in accordance with the ’acceleration of acceleration’ of innovations principle) at the expense of quickly declining184
biodiversity [10]. This trend is particularly pronounced due to the pursuit of profit and fixation on bulk economic185
indicators which increasingly fail to reflect actual human wants. Resulting higher stress on the environment186
caused by an increase in simulative wants, ever-growing inefficient use of natural resources and the expansion of187
mining and processing areas creates a tangible opportunity for the onset of negative consequences.188

The world currently finds itself on the verge of a major change in long-term development trends. The189
situation in the beginning of the twenty first century resembles the early eighteenth century, when world leaders190
distinguished themselves by daring to abandon the traditional ways (executing a qualitative breakthrough by191
adopting steam, a novel technology at the time, and prioritizing capital and personal freedom); the leaders of192
our time will be made of those who move beyond the achievement of fetishized economic growth and perform the193
leap towards knowledge-based production, development of human capital and the pursuit of noo-development.194

Instead of focusing on GDP growth, which merely reflects an increase in the amount of manufactured products195
and services, including simulative goods [11], a new model of socioeconomic development should adopt a set of196
criteria that will adequately evaluate the satisfaction of specific, rational and reasonable human wants that are197
critical for further human development.198

In order to ensure our progress along the trajectory comprising (a) modern society based on the traditional199
economy, (b) new industrial society of the second generation (NIS.2) based on knowledge capacity and200
knowledge intensity of production, and (c)noo-society based on the noonomy (which from the perspective of201
the socioeconomic and humanitarian progress has no viable alternative), it is necessary to not only engage in202
active development of technologies and their implementation in industrial (material) production, but also achieve203
general consensus on the explored agenda through ensuring its exposure and engaging in a wide scholarly and204
public (civil) discussion.205

8 IV.206

9 Conclusion207

The modern world is at a civilizational crossroads. Issues accumulated in the process of socioeconomic208
development cannot find a satisfactory resolution under the current economic and social theoretical concepts. The209
study models the main characteristics of the promising trajectory for further historical evolution which comprises210
the modern society based on the traditional economy, the new industrial society of the second generation (NIS.2)211
based on knowledge capacity and knowledge intensity of production, and the noo-society based on the noonomy.212
The author explores the main features of promising models for socioeconomic system organization, conditions213
required for transitioning to such models and issues which need to be resolved to ensure a successful transition.214
The relevance of the agenda raised in the paper warrants further research of proposed theoretical constructs,215
including their closer correlation and integration with existing economic, social and humanitarian theories. 1216
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Figure 1: Fig. 3 :
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Figure 3: Fig. 5 :
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Figure 5:

1

2015 2016 2017 2018e 2019f 2020f 2021f
Worldwide, incl. 2.9 2.6 3.1 3.0 2.6 2.7 2.8
developed countries 2.3 1.7 2.3 2.1 1.7 1.5 1.5
emerging markets and de-
veloping countries

3.8 4.1 4.5 4.3 4.0 4.6 4.6

incl. BRICS 4.0 4.6 5.3 5.4 5.1 5.3 5.3
China 6.9 6.7 6.8 6.6 6.2 6.1 6.0
Russian Federation -2.5 0.3 1.6 2.3 1.2 1.8 1.8
India 8.0 8.2 7.2 7.2 7.5 7.5 7.5

Source: World Bank.
Notes: e = estimate; f = forecast

Figure 6: Table 1 :
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